
2 Reset the Cash
Register

To ensure that your cash
register operates properly,
initialize it using the following
procedure.

1. Insert the mode key into the
mode switch and turn the key
to the REG position.

2. Insert the plug into the AC
outlet.  A buzzer will sound
three times.

IMPORTANT
This operation must be
performed without batteries
loaded.

3. The register display should
now show “ 0.00”.

4. Press x to confirm the
clock starts from “ 0-00”.

5. Press c to cancel the time
display.

3 Install Batteries

Prepare three new R6 or LR6 batteries (“AA”
size), and install them according to the
procedure shown below with the AC cord
connected and set the mode switch to REG
position.  These batteries are necessary for
memory backup.

1 Pull the printer cover forward and detach it.

2. Open the battery cover next to the paper roll
cradle.

3. Install three new R6 or LR6 batteries (“AA”
size).  Make sure that the batteries are
installed as per the diagram below.

4. Confirm the no battery symbol 
“ ” lights off.

5. Close the battery cover.

4 Install the Paper Roll

1. Set the paper roll in the paper roll cradle as shown in the
diagram.

2. Insert the paper straight into the paper inlet, and press o.
The paper then feeds through and appears in the print area.

3. (For journal printing only) ➀Insert the top end of the paper
into the slit in the spool shaft and wind the paper two or
three turns. ➁Put the spool shaft in the larger hole of the
paper holding plate and push it in the direction of the arrow.
➂Place the take-up spool on the bearing.

4. Replace the printer cover.

Spool

Paper holding plate
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1 Install the Cash Register

Install the cash register using the fixing angle bracket
provided with the register.

1. Thoroughly clean the location where the fixing angle
bracket (B) is to be placed.

2. Peel off the adhesive tape on the fixing angle bracket.
3. Hook the angle bracket onto the hook (A) that is

located at the bottom rear of the register.
4. Firmly stick the fixing angle bracket to the table

surface that you cleaned above.

To remove the register from the fixing angle bracket:
Lift up the front of the register and pull the register
towards you.

AB

For quick set-up, follow the steps shown below.  Note that malfunction may occur if you do not follow the steps.  Find a stable and flat place not subjected to direct sunlight nor splashing water.

Please see overleaf to continue the set-up.



5 Basic Programming

Set the mode key to the Z/PGM position.

Set Time and Date
1. Enter the time in 4 digits (“hhmm” format) using

the 24 hour system.

In case of 2:30 p.m.;  1430

2. Press S once.

3. Enter the date in 6 digits using the day-month-year format.

In case of 26 August, 2005: 260805

4. Press S twice.  A programming report will be printed.

VAT(Tax) rate programming
Your cash register comes with the ability to program six kinds of tax system, and is
preprogrammed so that VAT1 through VAT4 are calculated manually. If you have to
change the tax system, please refer to the part of “Quick Start Operations” in the
insruction manual.

Parameters
A: VAT (Tax) 1: 1 VAT (Tax) 2: 2 VAT (Tax) 3: 3 VAT (Tax) 4: 4
B: Tax rate (00.0000% to 99.9999%)x10000 (Default: 00.0000%)
C: Lower tax limit (0 to 9999) only for TAX system. (Default: 0)

Department tax status
As the default settings, VAT(tax) 1 is applied for all departments. If you must change
the status, use the following procedure.

00CDEF7 ➜x ➜ (s ➜ ) Department key  (➜S: To 
finish programming)

(Press s to program departments 5 to 8.) 

Parameters
C thru F:  0 for not applying tax or 1 for applying tax

C for VAT4 or TAX4 D for VAT3 or TAX3
E for VAT2 or TAX 2 F for VAT1 or TAX1

For example, when you apply VAT2 for department 5, enter:  
0000 1 07s!

Tax 2(E)

With regard to other parameters (the place of 00) and 7, please refer to the
part of “Quick Start Operations” in the insruction manual.

For additional basic information of programming and operation, please
refer to the part of “Quick Start Operations” in the instruction manual.

9 ➜ S ➜ A ➜ x ➜ B ➜ x ➜ C ➜ S (➜ S: To 

When lower tax limit is not specified
finish programming)
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